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Reinforce Rhythm Reading
1. Play and Stop  2. Let's Play Instruments Chant (7/4)  3. Ways to Play the Instruments chant
Books are available at Education Station in the displays.

Relative Note Values – Movement (Blues),
Relative Note Values Play Along
(St. Anne's Reel) & tennis balls!

Stick Notes (Piano Roll)

Rhythm Practice
Poison Rhythm

Easy Bucket Drumming

Playing Position

0. Music Room Rules

Musical Form

Parts of the Bucket

5. Reed Pipes

18 songs, plus music rules bucket arrangement. Songs focus on musical concepts - lots of performance pieces!!!
Many Performance Pieces!

Opportunities to Improvise

Two hands at the same time!

Book and CD includes
- teaching notes
- scores for teacher
- Projectable PDF with teaching notes
- MP4 movies of all 18 songs - no page turns!

Includes arrangements that can be played with pop songs!

**Teach Music Reading with Boomwhackers**

55 songs, starts with C, D, E, F, G and adds A, B, C until songs use C scale. Great way to introduce note reading BEFORE kids start recorder. (or after!)

Teaching of rhythm is sequenced - includes rhythm review. Introduces and teaches the staff, letter names.

Projectable PDF is included with KIDS NOTES and COLORED Boomwhacker notes (and regular notes)